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Abstract: This study equipped with the purpose of investigating problems originated from architectural structural diagram in independent kindergartens. Fourteen Independent Pre-school principals working in Van, Turkey participated in this study. All of them were asked to draw a sketch showing shortcoming of their schools in terms of architectural structural diagram. They were also asked to suggest amendment on their school’s structural scheme to make school building more efficient to meet young children’s and staffs’ needs. To collect data all of the principals were given A3 size papers. Some of the principals draw their schools’ sketch some of them add their schools’ structural plan and make changes and take notes on those plans. After collecting all sketches document analysis was utilized for the current study. Findings of this study revealed that principals have been experiencing several problems because of structure of school buildings. All of the principals working in star-building type kindergarten declared that this school type is not appropriate for eastern region and it has many drawbacks to efficiently educate young children. The main themes emerged from this study are heating, access of children with special needs, storage and space problems.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been long known that the physical environment in education building plays a part in shaping children’s behavior. Children not only interact with people around them but also interact with the physical environment that surrounds them in their daily life (Maxwell, 2007). Children are more inclined to establish an emotional bond with the space than adults. They use their sense intensely to live objects and places throughout their bodies by giving a meaning to the smells, sounds, visual images (Scoditti, Clavica, & Caroli, 2011). Even in Reggio Emilia approach the environment is seen as ‘the third educator’. In order to fulfill its educator role, the environment needs to be flexible, responsive to children and teachers’ needs, help to construct children’s knowledge. Environment is not a passive element rather it is an element that conditioned and is conditioned by the actions of children and adults who are active in it. Smart environment provides changes, offers choices, and promotes effective social interaction. In short, well designed environment contributes to a sense of well-being and safety for children. Malaguzzi further stated that environment is a kind of aquarium that reflects the ideas, values, attitudes and cultures of the people who lives in it (Edwards, Gandini, & Forman, 1998).

Pre-school education has both short and long term positive effects on children and society since early childhood development is viewed as a key to social development. The quality of the physical and social environment plays a pivotal role to contribute child development in this process (Şahin & Türkün-Dostoğlu, 2012). While designing a kindergarten various socio-philosophical and pedagogical theories is taken account of consideration. However, architectural theories must follow certain restrictive regulatory requirements, ethical and social criteria (Scoditti, Clavica, & Caroli, 2011). There have been ongoing debates about the optimal structural quality of schools and its contribution to supporting student achievement. It is obvious that the quality of the physical environment significantly affects student achievement. Schools should be designed to be attractive and desirable to students. In doing so a space could be created that children willingly want to go. Desirable designs foster sense of belonging with particular attention to location, building materials, size of classrooms, furniture, lighting, temperature, ventilation, noise level, sanitation, and the inclusion of facilities such as library, laboratory and yard. Being functional is important for school building but it should also be friendly, welcoming and comfortable for students since schools and classrooms are more than a place to stay they can also acquire an emotional bond by children (Aydoğan, 2012). Likewise, students having education in school buildings with good architectural features develop positive feelings about their schools whereas students in school buildings with poor architectural
features develop negative feelings about their schools. When they asked to produce metaphor about their schools participants in schools with good architectural features mostly produced metaphors under positive themes whereas participants in schools with poor architectural features produced metaphors under negative themes. In this sense, the significant improvements in the achievement of students were attributed to the general appearance of a school and the comport of the physical environment (Karasolak & Sarı, 2011).

The main regulatory requirements includes legislation on school-building, workplace safety, sanitation and health environments, the reduction of energy consumption, and the integration of disabled people. The main social and ethical criteria includes paying attention to developmental characteristics of children and their sensory, perceptual, motor, linguistic and intellectual abilities. Natural and ecological materials are used to support both healthy growth of children and their awareness on environmental issues in the perspective of sustainable development. Kindergarten’s spaces and environment should be designed to enhance intuition, imagination and creativity of the children along with development of their aesthetic and scientific thoughts. Kindergartens should also be designed in an integrated way to welcome families as well as including public spaces that foster a sense of community (Scoditti, Clavica, & Caroli, 2011). In developing countries like Turkey the main criteria to design a kindergarten is most about financial issue. As such, when MONE tried to increase schooling rate of pre-school education with several infrastructure problems it chooses to most economical way.

There has not been a long tradition of pre-school education in Turkey due to historical, economic and cultural background. Schooling rate used to be 10% around in 90s. Until 90s there has not been a recognizable effort to increase schooling rate of pre-school education. 14th National Education Council offered a course of action to increase both the schooling rate and quality of early education in 1993 (MEB, 1993). Turkish educational system experienced several attempts to solve educational problems before fulling fundamental infrastructure requirements. The situation was same when Ministry decided to increase schooling rate of pre-school education. In order to increase schooling rate of pre-school education MoNE started to adapt primary education classes to nursery classes. MoNE also initiated to build independent kindergartens in all over the country.

After many attempts of Ministry of National Education (MoNE) and non-governmental organizations schooling rate increased 33% for 3-5 years old children, 42% for 4-5 years old children and 55% for 5 years old children in 2016 (MoNE, 2016). Currently, Ministry of National Education is the governing body of pre-school education in Turkey and pre-school
education is mostly offered in these two types of public schools: Independent kindergartens and nursery classes in primary school. The former have their own separate building and garden, yet the latter is only a classroom in primary schools in which first to eight grades are trained.

Table 1: Number of children and teachers in independent kindergartens and nursery classes in 2015-2016 academic years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of schools</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Number of teacher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent kindergartens</td>
<td>2326</td>
<td>305,278</td>
<td>15791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursery classes</td>
<td>20061</td>
<td>682,012</td>
<td>36652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 represented the number of children enrolled in Independent kindergartens and nursery classes. When the number of children educated in public school is considered, it is observed that the biggest portion belongs to nursery classes located in the scope of primary schools. In overcrowded primary schools, children at the age of preschool education are restricted with only one classroom; even a playground area that should be designed specifically for that age group cannot be divided in the school yard. As such these schools are criticized by educators for not meeting the requirements of children at that age group (Şahin & Dostoğlu, 2014). The other public schools that offer preschool education are independent kindergartens. Structural conditions and garden opportunities are relatively better in independent kindergartens compared to nursery classes established under primary schools. Children are educated in structures that have separate yard including equipment supporting children’s development. Not all the independent kindergartens are specifically designed for preschool education as existing buildings sometimes are converted to schools. Some of the Independent kindergartens also have additional facility rooms such as painting, cinema and chess rooms. Yet, some of those schools do not have any extra space for other activities other than the classroom. It is observed that there are differences among schools in terms of class dimensions, school design and its yard size. It is anticipated that it is not likely to leave this system in near future in Turkey (Şahin & Dostoğlu, 2014). In addition to structural qualities independent kindergartens ensure better educational environment for young children as they are ruled by principals who have pre-school education background. They generally have 5 classes thus maintaining both curricular and caring tasks are much easier in comparison with nursery classes in primary schools. Some of the primary schools have more than two thousand students hence nursery classes might be neglected in those schools (Akdağ, 2012).

MoNE generally have two independent pre-school education building projects and construct same school building all over the country. Yet, independent schools have their own problems...
and the current study focused on problems originated from architectural structure. The subject of improving physical condition that can respond to the needs of young children requires us to get principals ideas since they are responsible of everything about schools. They have to carry out all paperwork, manage budget, deal with structural problems including heating, lighting, recondition, and cleaning. For this reason it is believed that principals would provide the most comprehensive information about physical environment of pre-schools, so that designers can try to reach best design solutions. This study seeks to answer following questions:

1) What is the biggest problem about Physical condition in independent schools?
2) How principals solve those problems?
3) What is the principals suggestions for improving structural quality of school building considering the culture, climate and SES of region they lived in?

**METHODOLOGY**

Before starting data collection researcher took official permission from Ministry of National Education. There are 25 independent pre-schools in Van. To reach principals researcher called or visited all of the 25 schools in Van and she explained the purpose of the study and asked for collaboration. Researcher could not reach three principals, two of them refused to join this study as they were out of town for business trip, three of them joined this study but researcher removed them from data log as their school building was not a *star building type*, finally three were located in unsafe neighborhood so researcher removed those schools’ principals from participant list. Finally, researcher reached fourteen independent pre-school principals, all of whom were working in same school building typwhich is called as ‘star building’. Star building is the most common independent school type in Turkey since it has a quite simple plan to construct. Star building is single-storey with 5 classes, 1 principaland 1 assistant principal room, a kitchen, a dining hall, a girl restroom, a boy restroom, personal restrooms, boiler room, and entrance hall. There is also play room but it functions more like a big corridor because all five classes get open to this play room. Star building schools is 550 square m2 and it is originally designed for 100 children. Yet, as it is seen at table 2 more than 100 children enrolled in participating schools. In order to increase schooling rate of pre-school education all pre-schools offer morning and afternoon classes. In this way schools capacity is two folded. Figure I showed *Star Building* plan.
Fourteen principals were asked to draw a sketch showing shortcoming of their schools in terms of architectural structure diagram. They were also asked to suggest amendment on their school’s structure to make school building more efficient to meet young children’s and staffs’ needs. Table 2 represents participant characteristics.

Table 2. Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principals</th>
<th>Years of Experience</th>
<th>Number of Teachers</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Principals</th>
<th>Years of Experience</th>
<th>Number of Teachers</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>P9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>P11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>P14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to set standards for data collection all the principles were given A3 size papers. Some of the principles draw their schools’ sketch some of them add their schools’ structural plan and make changes and take notes on those plans. Although it was not in the scope of this study principals add their comments on ideal school buildings. After collecting all sketches document analysis was utilized for the current study. It is “a technique that enables researchers to study human behavior in an indirect way through analysis of their communication” (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006, p.483). Open coding was used because there are no existing codes both in
An evaluation of architectural structural diagram of school buildings. All of the principals working in star-building type kindergarten declared that this school type is not appropriate for this region and it has many drawbacks to efficiently educate young children. MoNE insists using same star
building project school for years without reviewing and modifying project plans. The main themes emerged from this study are heating, access of children with special needs, storage and space problems.

**Heating**

There is a dramatic climate change between the coastal areas of Turkey and eastern part of Turkey where snow may lie on the ground for months and temperature might drop -20 °C degree (DMG, 2015). Still MONE apply sole school structure project all over the country Van’s altitude is 1725 m thus winter is long and harsh in this region (VOG, 2015). All of the principals struggled with heating school building. Isolating buildings is not common in Turkey and school buildings are not an exception. None of the school has quality isolation, thus heating school is the biggest problem of school principals. Central heating system is working with coal and boiling room is in the basement floor and there is no place to stock up coal. All these problems result in inconvenience in principals’ life. Another reason of heating loss originated from common room as there is no heater in common room. Besides common room has higher ceiling with no isolated roof.

Van ranked second in Turkey for receiving sunshine; however, misplacement of school building facade hinders schools benefit from sun. When MoNE decides to build a school it issues invitations for tender and the companies giving lowest bid win the tender. Companies who win the tender sometimes compromise on quality in order to make more profit. All of the principals complained about position of school as school entrance located on north. Thus, school entrance is become dangerous for children due to icing on long winter time. Principal 3 explained this situation:

‘Company built this school’s front elevation to north. Thus this school could not benefit from sunshine. Sewage pipes are closer from north so company built this school looking on north to cut back length of pipes’.

**Access of children with special needs**

Another problem in school structure is that there is no elevator or stairs for children with special needs although pre-school education curriculum emphasizes importance of including children with special needs into pre-school education. In addition to stairs there is no restroom for children with special needs in none of the schools. In figure 2 lacks of stairs for children with special needs is demonstrated. A column seen in figure 2 may cause injury of children.
Space and Storage problems

All of the principals and 15 vice principals out of 17 were male in this study. Six male teachers were working in those 17 schools. There is only one restroom in star building schools and all of the staffs are using same restroom. Location of restroom is also problematic as restroom is in the lunch hall.

Pre-school children do not read or write hence they could not use written materials. For this reason, pre-school education teachers needed more materials than upper grade teachers and education should be carried out with visual equipment, several toys and art materials. Principals are also in trouble to store all those materials in school since there is no storage in star-building schools. In figure 4 principal 10 addressed dimension of storage in his sketch. Based on his sketch storage size should be bigger than a class in school.
Lack of play areas, atelier, friendly and welcoming school entrance, teachers’ lounge, safe floor, supervised private places for children, spacious classes are additional problems in independent kindergartens’ architectural structure diagram.

**DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION**

Findings of this study suggest that in all these seventeen schools with similar architectural features there are many functional shortcomings in terms of suitability of the buildings. In order for the schools to be peaceful, trustworthy and to increase the motivation to work actions should be taken to arrange schools to meet the basic needs of children, staffs and parents. For instance as Maslow indicated people are motivated to achieve certain needs and that some needs have priority than others. Our most basic need is for physical survival needs including air, food, drink, shelter and warmth (Maslow, 1954). Unfortunately, schools fail to provide warm environment to children and staffs in school. One of the reasons of cold school building is schools’ orientation to sun. The proper orientation of school buildings aim primarily to maximize benefiting from direct sunlight inside the school. The solar path is the major factors to be considered in the orientation of a school building. The Solar Path refers to the direction of the sunlight as the earth rotates on its axis which is usually from east to west. As such, MoNE suggests locating school facing the east (MoNE, 2013) yet in this study 10 school out of 17 is facing north. It is pivotal to construct school building facing east especially in eastern part of Turkey where winter is long and harsh. Ministry should control orientation of school before they are constructed. Considering the fact that one of the major problem of principals is heating the school constructing school taking school orientation to sun into account gains importance. Unfortunately there is nothing else to do for the school in this study. Yet heating problem could be solved insulating school buildings. It will also help school for energy saving.

Although MoNE has been trying to involve pre-school education into mandatory education it is still optional. Unfortunately great majority of children in Van could not benefit from early education. In this context chance of children with special needs is not high enough. When we consider inappropriate building, likelihood of children with special needs’ attainment gets lower. For this reason necessary adjustment should be implemented for those children since several studies have been suggesting that children with special needs can benefit from inclusive preschool setting as they get chance to observe more complex behavior of their typically developed peers (Buysse, Goldman, & Skinner, 2002).

It is understood that constructing same school building design all over the country could not meet the needs of all the conditions. This may cause many new school building designs to be
emerged (Aydoğan, 2012). Some of the problems that create inconvenience in pre-school education could be removed with minor intervention but some of them could not be solved by no means like school orientation to sun. As such, ministry should carefully monitor school building tender contracts whether all articles are fulfilled or not.
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